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PROPERTIES OF THE FIRST ALGEBRAIC LOCAL 
COHOMOLOGY GROUP AND GROBNER BASIS

C J Kang, J A Kim, H Y Moon and K. H. Shon

1. Introduction

In this paper, we study some properties of the first algebraic local 
cohomology groups and Grobner basis for residue calculus based on 
the papers S. Tajima [6,7]. For a given meromorphic fuction 口(z), we 
can treat the principal part m of u(z) as an element of the algebraic 
local cohomology group 甜爲(。长)by setting m = 讽z) mod Ox where 
Ox is the sheaf of holomorphic functions. Since ©(z) is holomorphic 
in X)it suffices to consider m = u(z) mod Ox instead of u(z) when 
we compute the residue of <(>(z)u(z)dz. S. Tajima and Y. Nakamura [5] 
investigated the residue calculus and Horowitz's algorithm for rational 
function with differential equation.

We investigate some properties of modules, extension groups and 
the algebraic local cohomology and introduce a Grobner basis that is 
very useful for computing the residues.

2. Preliminaries

We introduce some tools from the theory of extension group induced 
by homomorphism theories modules, extension groups, the first alge
braic local cohomology group and Grobner basis.
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Theorem 2.1 [3] Every free module F over a rzng A with identity 
is projective.

Let A be a ring and & B be A-modules. We let

Hom\(AyB) := {(p\(p : A —> B is a A-module homomorphism}.

Theorem 2 2[2]. (1) Let 0 —> Bf -브f B 一트，Bff be an ex
act sequence of A-modules. For every A-module A, the induced se
quence 0 —> -当 Homx(A7B) 으)Homx(A^ Bff) is
exact.

(2) Let Ar ■브— A 一흐，A,f ——> 0 be an exact sequence of A-modules. 
For every A-module B, the induced sequence 0 ——> Homx(A,f B) 트— 
Hom^A^B) B) is exact

Definition 2.3 A short exact sequence 0 ―> R 上)P 一与 A —> 
0 of A-modules with P projective is called a projective presentation of 
A.

Definition 2.4 To the A-modules A, B and to the projective pre
sentation of A given in the Definition 2.4, we can associate the abelian 
group

Ext^(AyB) = cofcer(/z* : Hom\(P, B) ―> Hom小(R)B、)\ 
=Hom\(Ry

Now, we deduce two exact sequence욕 connecting Hom and Ext.

Theorem 2 5[2]. Let A be a K-module and let 0 ——> Bf 一으)B 一纭 

Bu —> 0 fee a short exact sequence of ^-modules. Then there exists a 
^connecting homomorphism^ 3 : ——> Ext\(A7B') such
that the following sequence is exact :

0 —> HomA(A,B,) 으)Homx(A, B) 쓰〉Hom"、A,B")

马 ExSAB’、) 으)ExtA(A,B) 쓰〉ExM(A,B").
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Definition 2 6 (1) A graded A-module A (graded by the integers) 
is a family of A-modules A — {厶呃}, n G Z.

(2) If A, B are graded A-modules (i.e, A = {&}, B = {Bn}, 
n € Z), a morphism 92 : A —> B of degree fc is a family of A-module 
homomorphisms {<pn : An T Bn+fc},n e Z.

The category so defined is denoted by 응, a graded (left) module.

Definition 2 7 A cochain complex C = is an object in
SOlg together with an endomorphism 5 : C —> C of degree +1 with 
36 = 0,

Definition 2 8 A cochazn map 99: C —> D is a morphism 01 aegree 
0 in such that ip3 = &p where 6 is coboundary operator in D, Thus 
9 is a family {#” ： Cn T Dn}^n E Z of homomorphisms such that the 
diagram

cn 尸T Cn+1

<Pn v>n+1J- '**
Dn --------> Dn+1

Jn
is commutative.

Definition 2 10 Given a cochain complex C = {Cn,(5n}, we de
fine its cohomology module H(C) = {Hn(C)} by

= ker6n/Im6n-x, n e Z.

If A — Z, H(C) is called the cohomology group of C. A cochain 
map 寸 ; C -스 D induces a morphism of graded modules = <p* : 
H(C) T H(D).

3. Algebraic local cohomology group and Grobner basis

In this section, we use the ideas and the results of M. Kashiwara [4] 
and N, Takayama [8].
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Theorem 3 1. Using the above notations, we havb

'H°(C) =HomA(A,B),
< HX(C) =ExtA(A,B), 

、H"C)=0, n^0,l.

Proof. We have H°(C) = ker 6° / Im 6-1 = ker /z*. Since 0 —> 
Homx(A,B) -A Hom^P, B)上，is exact, from D. A. 
Cox [1], ker 0* = Im g* 스 Hom{A^ B). Hence H°(C) 으 Hom^A^ B). 
On the other hand, H】(C) = ker / Im 8^ ~ C1 / Im 6° = 
Hom小(R,B) / Im /i* = Extx(Aj B) from Definition 2.5.

Theorem 3 2 If 0 —A. 一으^ B 旳 > C —'十 0 zs an exact sequence 
of cochazn complexes^ then the sequence

. • • 으二: Hn(A) 当 Hn(B) 쓰十 Hn(C) 으; H"+i(A) —)… 

is exact.

Proof From the exact sequence 0 ——> A -으) B -끄) C ―> 0, we 
have a morphism of degree +1 of graded modules 3 : H(C) T H(A) 
such that the diagram

H(A) -쓰t H(B)

H(C)

is exact, from the result of P. J. Hilton and U. Stammbach [2]. This 
implies that the long sequence is exact.

Definition 3.3. Let X be a simply connected domain in the com
plex plane C, Ox be the sheaf on X of holomorphic functions. Let 
A = {qi,Q2?.-・ otn} C X and 3a is the ideal generated by H拦 Jz—为) 
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in Ox- Put Aj = {%}, j = 1,2, • • • n. The first algebraic local coho- 
mology group with support in A is defined as the inductive limit of 
extension groups

어，%。x)= 포孕
Z—>oo

The extension group and the algebraic local cohomology group can 
be explained as follows. We have a short exact sequence :
By Theorem 2.6(2), we have a long exact sequence :

Lemma 3 4 For an exact sequence

o 改—2x —T Ox/為—T 0,

we have 弘= 0, Homox(Ox5Ox) = Ox md 
器珞x(0xK)X)= 0-

Proof. We have an exact sequence 0 ——> Homc>x (Px，©x) 
—¥ Hom^x^Px5Ox)―> 丸如，。x) -珞x(Ox/3,尸。x) 
—> &睨Ex (Ox, Ox) T &況Ex(J、，°X)・

For © € 社。。© x (° x / 邑七)O x) and 0(1) = f E Ox, since (x 一 
aj)1 G 3]切 we have (x 一 ag)1 = 0 in Ox/T% from S. Tajima and Y. 
Nakamura [6]. Since <f)is an O%-module homomorphism, 0 — ©(3 — 
%)')=(⑦一。项)。(1) = (% — Thus f = 0(1) = 0 and for any 
g G Ox/3%,©(g) = g©(l) = 0. Hence <f)is zero homomorphism.

(2) If we define a map F\ T-Lomox (Ox, C)x) 一스 Ox by E(©) = ©(1) 
where(f> G Tiomox {Px, Ox), then F is an isomorphism.

(3) Let A = Ox be the sheaf of rings. Then Ox is an 0%-moduie. 
Since Ox is a free module, by T. W. Hungerford [3], Ox is a projective 
module. By P. J. Hilton and U. Stammbach [2], 8xt^>x(Ox^x) = 0.

From Lemma 3.4, we get the following exact sequence :

0 ―> Ox ―> Homox(3^,Ox) ―> /^a3?°・
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This implies the following isomorphism :

如姑X (Ox/J%, Ox) 으 HamOx (J%, Ox}/Ox.

Since HomOx (, Ox) can be understood as the sheaf of meromor- 
phic functions with poles of order at most Z at by Definition 2.8, 
we have

咒扁 (Ox) 으。x〈*4〉/0x,

where Ox (*A) is the sheaf of meromorphic functions on X with poles 
at most at A.

Let T>x be the sheaf of rings on X of linear differential operators 
of finite order with holomorphic coefficients. This means that if U 
is an open set in X： a section in Qx(U) is a differential operator 
D = £：；=()% (z)名，where (巧(z) e Ox(U). Then T>x is coherent 
as a sheaf of rings.

Theorem 3.5 (1)丸匕句(Ox)姑 Q coherent left T>x-module.
(2) The first algebraic local cohomology group with support at a single 

point is simple as T>x -module.

Proof. (1) Let P = 塞y £ T〉x and [r] = r mod Ox £
昭4](Ox) where r e Ox〈*4〉. Define a map T〉x x 우饥(©x)」스 

丸侖(Ox) by (P, [r]) T [Pr], Since Fr e Ox〈*』4〉，[Pr] e OX^A)/OX 
=咒扁 «，x) from S. Tajima and Y. Nakamura [6]. Thus 丸金](Ox) is 
a left -module.

(2) Let 6 =匕二*瑟]e 拜％](0x). Then S generates Let
N C 咒嵐(Ox) be an ideal as Z>x-module with N 丰{0} and let 
门(手 o) £ N. Then f] = 顼 =[(席产], Cfe € C and <5 = 也二응卩二7 6 

Qx^. Thus T>xt] = Since 我島(©X)N D
Qxil =從％](°x), N =拜a打(0X* Hence 咒當](Ox) is simple.

Now, we introduce Grobner basis which is useful not only for com
puting residues but for solving other problems such as solving a system 
of polynomial equations, etc.
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One of the simplest monomial orders is lexicographic(lex for short), 
which is defined by

竣'… 孩”>Zex【銘'…Q蝕 O ai > &i, or ai = bi and a2 > d2, etc.

Definition 3 6 If / = caxa g K\xy. - - ,a;n], ca e K and > 
is a monomial order, then a term of f is c^x06 for & 尹 0 and the leading 
term of / is LT(/) = max>{caxa | 竭 尹 0} where max> means the 
maximum with respect to >.

Theorem 3 8 (The general division algorithm) We assume 
that a monomial order > on K[$i, •…,xn] is given. If we divide 
f e KR如…,xn] fcy /1, - • - ,/s e K恤打，we can look for an 
expression of the form

f = qifi + '- + qsfs+r,

where the remainder r should satisfy that no term ofr is divisible by any 
o/LT(A),... ,LT(/S). Furthermore, LT(/) > l<i<s.

The algorithm gives different remainders by changing the order of 
/i< , , ,/s-

Definition 3 9. Let /1? • • • ,/s e - •• ,xn].
(1) g …,/s〉= {Ez=i 眼h I ht e K杈如…打} is the deal gen

erated by fi, ••- , fs.
⑵ V(ji,…应)= {PeKn\ A(p)=…=A(p) = 0} u K” is 

called the affine variety.
(3) Given any ideal I C K岡，…we define V(Z) = 3 £ 

Kn I f(p) = 0 for all f el} C Kn.

Theorem 3 10 (Hilbert Basis theorem) If I c K[xi^ ・,，亿新 
1 옹 an ideal, then we can find /i, ••- , Js G K\x\y • ・ ・ ,xn] such that I — 
〈/n ' - - Js〉.

This asserts that every V(l) can be written in the form V(见 … ,/s).

Definition 3.11 is called the 诅应 of leading terms which
is generated by the leading terms £T(/) for all f E I\{0}.
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An important observation is that if Z = (/i, • • • ,/s), then

.，以(九)〉C

but equality need not occur. A Grobner basis occurs when we get 
equality〈以5),・..，以(J%))=

Example 3.12 If 2xy and 也=x2y — x — 2凱 then
x2 = y(x3 一 2xy) 一 x(x2y - x - 2y2) = yf± 一 xf? G Using
lex order with z > 饥 we have LT(/i) = #항 and LT(/2)= 企勺. Since 
LT{x2)=书 £ (x3yx2y) = (LT(/i),LT(/2))5 we see that the ideal of 
leading terms can be strictly larger than the ideal generated by the 
leading terms of the generators.

Definition 3.13 Given a monomial order > and an ideal I C 
K\x\^ • • • , xn], we say that {^i,-・• c Z is a Grobner basis of I if

07(g上),…，10(仇))=〈功0)).

More concretely, {g、・-・：*} C J is a Grobner basis if the leading term 
of every nonzero element of I is divisible by some LT(gi).

THEOREM 3 14[1]. Fix a monomial order > on Kg、・ . - /시 and 
let I C K[xi7 - • - , xn] be an ideal. Then I has a Grobner basis, and 
furthermore, any Grobner basis of I is a basis of I.

Proposition 3 15[1] If g、…^gt a Grobner basis for I and 
f G K\x\y • - - then f can be written uniquely in the form f = g+r^ 
where g E I and no term of r is divisible by any UT^gi).

This proposition implies that the remainder on division by a Grobner 
basis is unique. If we let G = {gi,・--，勿} be the Grobner basis, then 
the remainder of f on division by G will be denoted r = fG.

From now, we compute Grobner bases. Buchberger (see D. A. Cox 
[1]) provided algorithms for determining whether a given basis of an 
ideal is a Grobner basis and computing Grobner bases. The key tool 
is the S-polynomial of /1?/2 € K\x^y - • • ,rrn], which is defined to be

9广/ 9*丁
SS/2)= LT(h、)h ~ 功”2)知 
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where x1 = LCM(LM\ LM(E)) and LM(fi) is the leading mono
mial of fz (the leading term with the coefficient removed). The basic 
idea of S-polynomial is that it is the simplest combination of fi and 
『2 which cancels leading terms. We recall the Buchberger5s criterion. 
A basis {g“... ,g*} G / is a Grobner basis of I if and only if for all 
z < J, we have S{gZ1g3}G = 0. Here, S(g牝魚)。denotes the remainder 
of S(g“gj) on division by G.

Example 3 16 Let F = {JU2} = {^3 — 2a泓 x2y — x — 2y2}. 
We know 忠盘泸=x2 /3, so that setting = {见 了2」我 we 
compute : _

泸=o,

S(、h, h)F1 = 一2必/ = A,

= -x — 2y2 = f5.

Adding the nonzero remainders to Fi gives F2 = {/1, A,/s, A, A}, 
and then we compute :

S(h弟、产=一翎3, 

S(/4,/5)驼=—旳3,

S(/t, fjF으 = 0 for all other i < j-

It suffices to add 代=必 to F2, giving F3 = {/1,/2,/s, A,/s, A). 
This time we get $(£,/；)” =0, 1 < < 6, so that a Grobner
basis of (x3 — 2x由 x2y ~ x — 2y2) for lex order with x > y is = 
{x3 - 2xy, x2y-x-2y2, x2, -2xy, -x-2y2, y3}.
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